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While two separate witnesses in our tribunal hearing, Hampton and Murphy need to be discussed 

together as they co-authored Forgiveness and Mercy which is the relevant work to these 

proceedings; it is their book which serves as the strong philosophical underpinning of Stuart 

Wilson’s (see below) powerful critique of the TRC in his “The Myth of Restorative Justice: 

Truth, Reconciliation and the Ethics of Amnesty.” Both Hampton and Murphy entertain the idea 

that retributive thinking can be a “legitimate response to wrongdoing,” although Murphy 

embraces this idea for more substantially than Hampton who has reservations about some forms 

of retribution and strongly advocates forgiveness and mercy where possible. While it may be 

tempting to see Hampton as a better witness for the defense, her willingness to acknowledge the 

legitimacy of some forms of retribution make her potentially an excellent critic of the TRC to the 

degree that it devalued all forms of retribution. Murphy seems a much more straightforward 

critic of restorative justice that lacks a retributive component, though he too considers the value 

of forgiveness and mercy, which is after all the title of their book. Used in tandem with Wilson’s 

essay, they should make a formidable block on the side of the plaintiffs. However, given their 

overall balanced treatment of the issues involved, there should be plenty of play for the defense 

during cross which, in my mind, makes them excellent witnesses for the educational purposes of 

this hearing.  
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Brief on Relevancy to Hale Tribunal Hearings (Uhlman): 

In terms of our trial, Hampton and/or Murphy can serve as powerful witnesses for the 

prosecution in establishing the need for a retributive element to justice, a feature that was lacking 

in the justice dispensed by the TRC in South Africa. Specifically, their work contends that the 

dual demands of retribution and forgiveness are not incompatible; retribution need not be of the 

vindictive variety but rather can and should be carefully thought out, balanced and just; 

forgiveness does not have to be unconditional but can include just punishment for the 

perpetrator.  

 

Their co-authored book Forgiveness and Mercy serves as the backbone for Stuart Wilson’s “The 

Myth of Restorative Justice: Truth, Reconciliation and the Ethics of Amnesty” (2001), a South 

African lawyer who widely criticized the effectiveness of the TRC in restoring justice in the 

post-Apartheid era. Using the work of Hampton and/or Murphy in tandem with Wilson will 

make for a formidable block of testimony for the plaintiffs; however, if the defense can establish 

flaws with the Hampton/Murphy thinking, then they simultaneously undermine Wilson: a double 

edge sword! 

 

 


